UNPACKING DIVERSITY | SPRING KEYNOTE TALK

Supporting Graduate Student Mental Health
What Faculty, Friends, and Family Can Do

with Dr. Julie Posselt (USC)

Thursday, June 13th 2019
2:30 – 4:00 PM
LINC 128 (Learning Innovation Center)

Please join us for a presentation from invited speaker, Dr. Julie Posselt, Associate Professor of Higher Education at USC Rossier School of Education. This talk concludes a yearlong seminar series theme about the question, “Is access to opportunities in higher education equitable?” Dr. Posselt will share results from a two-year National Academy of Education fellowship on equity and mental health in graduate education and the persistence of minoritized students. The talk will conclude with recommendations for people in mentorship roles to support graduate students effectively.

Dr. Posselt is a 2015-17 NAEd/Spencer postdoctoral fellow and nationally recognized expert on graduate admissions, with the award-winning book Inside Graduate Admissions: Merit, Diversity, and Faculty Gatekeeping (2016). Currently, she is the PI on 4 NSF-funded projects to advance equity and inclusion in STEM doctoral programs/research settings.

Accommodations for disabilities can be made by calling (541)-737-2993 or emailing ib@oregonstate.edu
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